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Increase in food fraud poses a risk for product
recall carriers

by  
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Food products deemed un�t for human consumption, including products written off by insurers,
are �nding their way back into the human food supply chain

FOOD DEEMED UNFIT FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION CAN SOMETIMES

FIND ITS WAY BACK INTO THE HUMAN FOOD SUPPLY CHAIN

Source: Reuters/Jason

Reed/Alamy Stock Photo

The Covid-19 pandemic has caused a rise in global food fraud.

Analysis by the Food Authenticity Network (FAN) found a 37% rise in food fraud cases in the �rst
half of 2020 compared to the same period in 2019. The worst-hit categories were spirits, wine and
honey.

Food and drink adulteration cases increased 30% and counterfeit incidents 47%, according to the
FAN, which is funded by the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs. However,
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of�cials warn the situation could be even worse, given the reduced level of regulatory oversight
globally at present.

Food crime costs the UK food industry £11bn ($14.68bn) a year, according to the National Food
Crime Unit (NFCU). 

“In the UK alone, food and drink is a £200bn business and, like any major industry, it’s vulnerable
to a wide range of criminal activity,” Andrew Robinson, global head of product liability and recall
at loss adjuster Sedgwick International, says.

The product recall and liability insurance market is typically exposed through its policies to all of
the basic food crimes, including adulteration, misrepresentation and unlawful processing. It is also
directly exposed to waste diversion, whereby food, drink or animal feed meant for disposal is
illegally diverted back into the supply chain.

“Food deemed un�t for human consumption, including food written off by an insurance company,
can sometimes �nd its way back into the human food supply chain,” Robinson says.

Food that is thought to have been destroyed can be sold to unsuspecting businesses and
consumers through various channels. If this food is then illegally placed on the market, the
insurance company risks suffering reputational damage.

Such is the concern about the growth in this area of crime, the NFCU has approached Sedgwick to
assist in widening their relationship across the insurance market.

“They wanted to alert product insurers to the emerging risks relating to written-off products re-
entering the supply chain, and encourage a robust regime of validating scrapped product and the
disposal process,” Robinson says.

He points to a recent case in Ireland, where food that was due to be destroyed was smuggled back
into the food chain, “which clearly demonstrates the potential risk for insurers”.

 

Tougher legislation

Tougher legislation and increasing public awareness is making it harder for criminals to get
through legal loopholes. A great deal has changed since the horse meat scandal that shocked the
UK in 2013. “This is possibly the most notorious example of food fraud in recent years, where some
foods advertised as beef products were found to contain horse meat – as much as 100% in some
cases,” Robinson says.

That case demonstrated the dif�culty of tracing the origins of the fraud. “To this day, it’s still
uncertain as to precisely where this fraudulent activity began. It could have occurred with
mislabelling during the supply or manufacturing process stages, but it’s incredibly dif�cult to
determine,” he continues.

For insurers to uncover the what, where and how of the fraud, they really have to follow the
product. “It’s time-consuming and requires disciplined experts who know the subject, but this is
the only sure way to determine how big or small any potential liability event might be,” Robinson
says.
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To get to the root cause of the issue requires signi�cant technical resources, skills and expertise.
For example, to deal with the increase in the number of dairy claims, Sedgwick employs a number
of insurance professionals who are ex-dairy farmers and agriculturists.

To mitigate their direct exposure to food risk exposures, Robinson advises insurers request
veri�able proof of destruction before settling a claim, make sure they understand and verify what
is going to happen to the food afterwards and ensure any food broker involved in the process is
registered with the local authority’s environmental health service.


